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RFA FORT VICTORIA HEADS EAST
N

o one said bringing an AOR
from a long period of extended
readiness, through refit to deploying
to the Middle East would be easy. It
has taken some time and considerable
effort from the numerous personnel
who have all contributed towards
getting the ship deployed on a task
that was not envisaged back in
November when the focus was on
leaving Liverpool behind and getting
through Fleet Date Inspection and in
to the FOST training regime.
Completing OST, conducting
acceptance trials on the new Block 1b
Phalanx, some Operational Flying
Training slots, a major change to the
programme and not deploying with
the AURIGA group and then an East
of Suez DCT have been just some of
the milestones along the way. The
summer AMP became more of a mini
refit with additional equipment fitted
including revised GPMG and MK44
weapon positions, an enhanced
medical capability and numerous
other work alongside the usual AMP
activity.
Storing followed, both at Portland
and later at Crombie with the aim to
provide FORT VICTORIA with an
independent boarding capability as
well as a combined capability in
conjunction with a destroyer or
frigate. Boats are now stowed in
every spare area of deck and although
replenishment of both solids and
liquids remains achievable this is no
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longer the primary role for this
deployment.
Integration of personnel from the
many and varied units embarked is
underway, with the remaining teams
joining in the Med while en-route.
The ‘Victorians’ (the collective term
for all onboard) will have their work
cut out to develop operating
procedures and routines involving
aviation, boat ops, casualty and
detainee handling. All are having to
adapt to new routines with the

allocation of spaces for living,
working and relaxing with the ship at
full capacity, including acting as the
Command Platform with the CTG
and his staff onboard.
Although RFAs are familiar with
working with a whole range of people
and specialisations in the normal
course of our business, combining
this whole package will be a first in
many respects and goes to show what
the RFA can achieve in delivering
military effect in a cost effective way
as an integrated Fleet unit with our
embarked flight, medics and Royal
Marines.
How long are we away? Well all a
little up in the air at present, but the
thought of sunshine and an
interesting job waits.
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PETER SIMPSON 1951-2010

Commodore Bill Walworth
hope you enjoyed
the summer; it
passed by in a blur
for those of us in the
Headquarters, but
more of that later.
This Gunline is
one of the best I
have seen with a
range of stories from
ships operating all
over the globe as
well as articles from around the UK. Thank you
to all the contributors. The national media has
been full of the Strategic Defence and Security
Review (SDSR) and we have all been aware of
the value for money review, which, I know has
been cause of great anxiety to us all. As I write
this we await their outcome and some details
about the impact on our service.
In the meantime the RFA has been
demonstrating our value to defence with
CARDIGAN BAY, LYME BAY, DILIGENCE,
BAYLEAF and FORT VICTORIA operating in
the Middle East, BLACK ROVER in the
Falklands and WAVE RULER in the
Caribbean, seven out of fifteen ships on
prolonged deployments, several of them
conducting tasks well outside their design
parameters. FORT GEORGE and LARGS
BAY report from the Auriga deployment to
Canada and the USA, a key deployment
designed to develop the carrier strike and
amphibious capability of the Royal Navy. As
soon as she arrived home LARGS BAY joined
MOUNTS BAY and ARGUS in a number of
public events including the Edinburgh Festival
and the Bournemouth Air Show. These events
are a great opportunity to show the taxpayer
what they are paying for and of course a great
opportunity to show off the Navy and the RFA,
and for us an important opportunity to tempt
recruits from the public and particularly the sea
cadets.
The sea cadets are regular visitors to RFA
and I have seen them helping on ARGUS in
Navy Days and LARGS BAY at Bournemouth,
thanks to all of them, and if you ever think
about a career at sea please look at us first. We
also hear from ARGUS as she regenerates from
the major refit of last year as the Primary
Casualty Receiving ship with the highly
successful Medical Endeavour exercise.
The RFA has been as generous with time as
well as money for charities. I saw First Officer
Mark Palmer staggering through the
headquarters a few days ago, read why in his
article. It seems no time ago that SG1A Debbie
Oliver succeeded in her walk and in October I
am riding a bike round the Isle of Wight for the
Missions to Seamen, sponsors gratefully
received.
Enjoy the read and I hope before long we
will have clarity on our future. Enjoy the
autumn wherever you are.

I

I

t is with much regret that we marked the passing of
Chief Officer Peter Simpson on 20 June 2010, after a
number of years battling cancer. His funeral service
took place on 6 July in a packed St Mary’s Church,
Warsash – the size and composition of the congregation
a reflection of Peter’s impact and influence in both his
professional and private life. He was a truly
remarkable Officer and Gentleman.
Following a 16 year commercial career on a variety
of vessel types which included a three year
appointment as Chief Officer to the Base Support
Tanker in the Falkland Islands, Peter joined the RFA as
a Second officer on the 13 November 1985. He took up
his first appointment onboard RFA BLACK ROVER.
As a Second Officer, Peter served onboard RFAs
ENGADINE, SIR LANCELOT and TIDESPRING
before gaining promotion to First Officer in 1989.
As First Officer Peter served onboard “O” Class
tankers and “R” Class ammunition ships. He was
quickly promoted to Chief Officer in 1994 and served
as Executive Officer across all classes of RFA
including the LSDA. In 2001 he took Command of
RFA SEA CENTURION and ably demonstrated his
ship-handling knowledge and prowess. His final sea
appointment ended in Dec 08 when illness began to
take its toll.

During his career, Peter took on two high-profile
shore appointments. Between 2004 and 2007, he was
SO1 RFA Commitments (long-term scheduler) during
which time his consummate negotiating skills and
common-sense arguments were fully tested in dealing
with Commanding Officers disgruntled by scheduling
changes. It was during this period that Peter received a
Command-in-Chief commendation that sums up his
considerable contribution to the RFA and wider Navy.
The citation highlights Peter’s hard-working drive and
perseverance, his clear-thinking and initiative and his
attention to detail.
“A quiet, unassuming man whose dedication to the
service is evident in all that he does …”
Latterly, keen to remain active during his fight
against illness, Peter worked in NCHQ within the
AFSUP area leading on single-hull tanker risk
mitigation and AFSUP risk and performance
management. He was instrumental in setting up the
first NATO single-hull tanker seminar.
Peter leaves his wife, Elizabeth, daughter Cassandra
and son Bryan. He will be remembered for his calm
and measured approach to life and his positive, caring
and helpful attitude. He is a sad loss to the RFA but
more importantly will be missed across the community
of Warsash.

Captain (E) Robert Settle Heads Off to a Well Earned Retirement

A

fter joining the RFA at 16 and a career
spanning 44 years, Captain Robert Settle
served his last trip in Black Rover – undertaking
APT (S) duties. His last trip saw him sailing with
Black Rover from Portland down to the Falklands,
via Ascension, St Helena and Tristan de Cunha. On
what was a varied and scenic trip, he was hosted by

both the Administrator of Ascension Islands and the
Acting Governor of St Helena. While patrolling as
part of her APT (S) duties, Black Rover hosted a
retirement dinner in honour of Robert Settle.
With the officer’s bellies rumbling, they made
their way to the dining room to enjoy a veritable
feast provided by CPO (CK) Franny Childs and his
staff. Mulligatawny soup was followed by perfectly

cooked smoked salmon on toast. The beef
Wellington main was another course to die for, the
meal being rounding off with a light Parisian
mousse.
Allowing a few minutes for the cumber bunds to
be adjusted, the speeches were led by Commanding
Officer Captain Ray Bennett. After overcoming
print size issues, the Captain proceeded to startle the
table with revelations about our departing Chief.
The most startling of which was that the Chief
originally applied to be a deck cadet, which was met
with much berating from the ships engineering
officers. Only slight red and green colour blindness
helped to provide the RFA with what was to become
a fine motor engineer; previous forays into steam
ships each resulted in a broken arm.
A blushing Chief, with his departing speech,
only confirmed the Captain’s shocking revelation
that he originally applied to be a deck cadet.
Following much toasting and consumption of port,
the table retired to the officers’ bar to continue the
celebration of Robert Settle’s illustrious career.
Captain Robert Settle has earned a long and
enjoyable retirement after a long and rewarding
career with the RFA. On behalf of Black Rover and
the RFA, we wish him all the best and much
happiness in his retirement. Immediate plans are to
travel Australia with his wife Pauline.

Passing Out Ceremony at Warsash

C

adets from Warsash Maritime Academy celebrated
the successful conclusion of their two year
cadetship at the Passing-Out Ceremony held at
Southampton Guildhall on Saturday 19th June. Cdre
Bill Walworth was the guest speaker and invited to give
the address. The cadets were supported by family,
friends, company representatives and Warsash staff
who joined them to celebrate the end of their cadetship.
They have all been successful in being awarded

company
service
contracts and are now
poised to embark on
their first sea phase. We
wish them well in their
chosen careers.
Cadets Ann Halliwell and
Joseph Davies
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Recollections of a Retiring Man
By Chief Officer(LS) Robert ‘Rab’ McKillop

A

fter over 35 years in the RFA this is my moment; it is
time to call it a day. After paying off RFA Fort George
late June, I retire on
conclusion of my
leave. My wife Carol
also retires from
teaching and we look
forward to starting a
new phase of our
lives together. A new
beginning and time to
reflect a career
spanning 44 years in
uniform, initially in
the RAF, then as a
young Third Purser
with Union-Castle,
before joining the
RFA on 01 January
1975.
Memories
come flooding back
as I review the highs and lows of a career at sea.
Weighing it up, has it been a wasted life all those long
separations from my wife and children? No, I have regrets,
most people have, but my family and I have made the most
of the opportunities presented and I have enjoyed the vast
majority of my life at sea and tolerated the rest. The RFA
has been a steady
employer and given
me a good career,
over the course of
which I have met
numerous interesting
people and made
many good friends.
As to the future, God
willing,
I
will
continue my training
regime of running and exercise with regular visits to the
gym, golf course and walking on the hills. I understand my
very patient wife Carol has plans to finally make me into a
gardener so that I can at last determine the difference
between plants and weeds. Also, my Dad left my brother

and me his fishing rods so I may even take up fishing for I
know he would have liked that. I wouldn’t care much if I
didn’t catch anything I would
just enjoy the moment and the
tranquillity it brings. As for the
rest of it, no matter how busy, I
will continue with my interest
in history, and as a member of
the Edinburgh Volunteer Guide
Society (EVGS), continue to
take parties down the Royal
Mile, so if ever you are in
Edinburgh and would like an
interesting but free tour, get in
contact, I’d be delighted to
show you my city.
In summary, I have enjoyed being a Purser, Supply
Officer, Logistics Supply Officer in the RFA but will I miss
the job? No, I will not, but I will miss the people. All the
decent hard working men and women my job has brought
me into contact over the years, and all with their own
unique stories that have enriched my life and given me
often extraordinary memories which I will treasure, savour

and chuckle over until dotage overwhelms or I turn up my
toes. So I take my leave, ‘Tot Siens’
(Until I see you again as they say in Afrikaans),
Farewell, and Many Thanks. It has been both a privilege
and a pleasure.

POSA POSSE

A

number of SA's recently attended HMS
Raleigh for the Senior Supply Chain PJT
Course. This is the first time the RFA have attended
this course for a number of years. The course was a
joint RFA/RN course and its aim is to advise

students on the latest Supply Chain policies and
issues which may affect them. The final day of the
course sees the RFA students receiving RFA
specific briefs and culminates in a peer group
meeting chaired by CPO(SA) Alf Hodgson.
Back Row L-R:
PO(SA) M Williams,
CPO(SA) Chandler,
CPO(SA) M Westbrook
Centre Row L-R:
PO(SA) R Henshaw,
PO(SA) M Chadwick,
PO(SA) A Strachan,
PO(SA) T Mullen
Front Row L-R:
CPO(SA) K Hancock,
PO(SA) P Ward,
LH(SA) J Aiston,
CPO(SA) A Hodgson,
LH(SA) M Burton

Secretary of State the
Right Honourable
Dr Liam Fox visits
Lyme Bay

T

he Secretary of State for Defence, the Right
Honourable Dr.Liam Fox MP, visited Lyme Bay on
Monday May 24th 2010. The ship whilst alongside in
Mina Salman, Bahrain welcomed Dr. Fox onboard
early that evening with the temperature slightly more
ambient, having just dropped below 30 degrees
Celsius. The ship’s company had mustered in one of the
ship’s dining rooms along with personnel from HM
ships Chiddingfold and Pembroke. Also present were
some of the ship’s company from RFA Cardigan Bay
and staff from UKMCC Bahrain.
Dr. Fox was met at the gangway by Lyme Bay’s CO,
Captain Kim Watts, where after a short introduction to
some of the other visitors he was shown to the dining
hall to meet the various ships companies.
Dr. Fox began by praising those present for the
professionalism that they have shown undertaking the
various jobs that the UK undertakes in and around the
Arabian Gulf. He showed his understanding of the jobs
and the commitment undertaken by many individuals
during his speech, in part gained from his time as
Shadow Defence Secretary He went on to discuss the
ongoing and future operations that the UK will be
involved with and emphasised their importance to the
UK as a country and our allies in the area and around
the world. He also expressed the opinion that the Royal
Navy had suffered far too many cutbacks over
preceding years – possible good news for the Royal
Fleet Auxiliary!
As a former practising GP and now as Defence
Secretary, Dr. Fox mentioned his concerns over the
welfare of British servicemen and women. He talked
about his aim to drastically improve the welfare
programmes on offer, particularly in areas such as
mental health and support for service families. The
Secretary of State has already pledged to increase the
support available to deployed personnel around the
world and aims to widen this programme in the future.
He also stated that the Ministry of Defence would
receive at least a year’s protection from any cuts
imposed by future budgetary considerations.
At the end of the speech, Dr. Fox was given a
rousing round of applause. The general consensus was
that Dr. Fox had projected a very positive view of the
armed forces and one can only hope that he will
champion the service cause in the future. As the visitors
made their way down the gangway, Dr. Fox was shown
up to the bridge for pre-dinner drinks, hosted by Lyme
Bay’s Captain, Kim Watts.
The process of turning the bridge into a reception
room had begun early in the day with folders and books
being stowed in any available cupboard. The surfaces
and shelves had been given an extra layer of furniture
polish and the vacuum cleaner was working overtime.
Then it was the turn of the Stewards to set up for the
drinks, the chart table becoming a convenient ‘bar’.
While Dr. Fox met the senior officers onboard, the
cooks were hard at work preparing a seven course
masterpiece. The officer’s saloon had been rearranged
with the tables moved together to form a banquet table.
The event was a resounding success and demonstrated
some of the capabilities of the RFA. Dr. Fox was very
impressed by the hard work that had gone into making
his visit so memorable. He has visited Bay Class ships
before, but we are all sure that his visit to Lyme Bay
will stick in his mind.
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RFA BAYLEAF WINS THE JORDAN
TROPHY

W

hen Tina Turner was racing up the charts with
the song “Simply the Best”, she wasn’t, but she
could have been, serenading the newly crowned top
RFA fleet gunners of the BAYLEAF. A group of
misfits, delinquents and desperadoes who through
chance and the odd bribe have managed to win the
Jordan Trophy. The team now referred to as “Hayes
Heroes” after their inspirational PDO leader, 2/O(X)
Nathan “No Shoes” Hayes and his right arm 3/O(X)
Graeme “Don’t Mind if I Do” McKenzie, can now all
be justifiably proud of their achievement. The rigorous
and sometimes pressured training by the FOST
Gunnery team was like a red rag to a bull for the
Bayleaf, try as they might and under extreme pressure
the team of MK44, 20mm and GPMG gunners stepped
up to the mark and smiled in the face of adversity. The
training consisted of the mandatory weapon handling
skills, numerous shoots and a quick draw exercise.

Back Row L-R:
Captain S P Donkerlsey, SG1A J Roberts, 2/O(X) N Hayes,
SG1A J Sneddon, SG1A Bramley, SG1A R Dale,
SG1B N Lyddon, 3/O(E) C Thomson, CR1 M Lambert,
SG1B G Lockley, SG1A P Coleman.
Front Row L-R:
LS Kingham, AB Attwell, AB Bramwell, CPO Crimmins,
AB Byrant, LS Urwin, AB McElhinney, AB Townsend

They say “cometh the hour cometh the man” and no
truer word could be said as at this point George
“Deadeye” Bramley, with soap box in hand so he could
reach the GPMG, stepped up for his moment of glory.
So fast were his drills it was like watching a master at
work and we all knew we were watching the “man”,
followed then by his men of Gaz “Big Boy” Lockley

and PJ “Fish Slice” Jellis. After the show from the
GPMG gunners it was the turn of the MK44s, although
the show we had just witnessed of near perfection was

Captain Sp Donkersley presents 2/O(X) Nathan Hayes, PDO
with a makeshift Jordan Trophy

almost a challenge too far. Up stepped Neil “Bang
Bang” Lyddon, followed in turn by Jonno “Nev the
Bear” Roberts and Paul “Smurf” Coleman. Finally it
was our secret weapon Peter “Gym Queen” Lysaght
with a score Torvil and Dean would have been proud
of. We then unleashed the 20mm crew - leading the
charge was Ray “Tubby Bear” Dale and Jon “Sneddz”
Sneddon with PO (STWD) John “Over that way I
think” Ford. I could write about the shoot but in truth
words simply fail me, those who stood on the bridge
wept as they were overcome by what they had
witnessed.
And finally, in truth this is not the whole story, for I
must add our thanks to the WMO, Chris “Grease Gun”
Thomson and the Force Protection team who, after
eating everything on the menu card, showed a very
high standard of weapon handling, a sharp shooter’s
eye when killing a nasty red box which was following
us and their readiness when completing the quick draw
phase of the examination. Mind you, after this the Med
tech did report an increased run on indigestion tablets
as they have now found out that running to your gun
position while trying to consume three full courses isn’t
good for you! Now my story must end a story of
heroes, misfits and delinquents who have won the
Jordan Trophy, I give you - RFA BAYLEAF!

RFA FORT GEORGE HOSTS
MESS DINNER FOR 814
NAVAL AIR SQUADRON

T

o celebrate the completion of Exercise
KEARSAGE off the East Coast of the USA the
embarked squadron, 814 NAS, offered to host the
Officers Mess to a formal mess dinner. After the
initial concerns as to what suitable menu could be

offered after a month at sea – loaves and fishes were
mentioned – a fitting menu was decided upon.
814NAS were able to arrange for extra supplies
of port and after dinner mints to be transferred over

from HMS ARK ROYAL. The scene was set by
an enthusiastic team of Cooks and Stewards led
by CPO(Ck) Mark “Killer” Kenward and CPO

(Steward) Charlie Rogers who rose to the last
minute challenge with gusto.
As can be seen from the attached photos an
evening of fine dining and some excellent after
dinner speeches were enjoyed by all who attended.

SG1A Paul Coleman

RFA LARGS BAY VISITS MOREHEAD CITY AS PART OF THE AURIGA GROUP

L

ARGS BAY visited Morehead City in late June
as part of this year’s US hosted AURIGA 10
deployment. Packed to the gunwales’ with vehicles
and equipment for her embarked Royal Marine
Commandos, the ship was one element of the
Amphibious Task Group led by HMS ALBION.
Commanded by Captain TJ (Trevor) Iles,
LARGS BAY provided a base and home to sailors of
the Royal Navy, ‘booties’ from the Royal Marines,
‘gunners’ from the Royal Artillery and ‘loggies’
from the Royal Logistic Corps.
Having recently operated in support of DfID in
the Haiti Disaster Relief Operation this was a
welcome return to her primary function of delivering
the Royal Marines to the beaches and supporting
their operations ashore. LARGS BAY demonstrated
perfectly her ability to enable the rapid deployment

of troops, vehicles and stores into an operational
theatre, from over the horizon and in challenging sea
conditions.
The Amphibious Task group conducted joint
operations with the USS KEARSARGE Amphibious
Battle Group and the 26th Marine Expeditionary
Unit. The US and UK forces conducted a series of
familiarisation training serials before exercising a
scenario loosely based on tackling an aggressor
nation threatening regional stability in a fictional
part of the globe but centred on the excellent training
facilities offered in Camp Lejeune. The AURIGA
deployment also included a Carrier Battle Group led
by the Aircraft Carrier HMS ARK ROYAL.
This was Captain Iles’ second visit to Morehead
City, having previously been there in 2004 whilst in
command of RFA SIR TRISTRAM. Captain Iles

said: “Morehead City provides a valuable port
facility allowing landing of essential vehicles
equipment and personnel that will ensure that
maximum training benefit will be achieved from the
joint exercises with USN forces. I look forward to
returning to the port that served us so well during
similar joint training exercises in 2004”.
The exercises were of great value to the ship and
the other forces who took part in the event. Largs
Bay has now returned to the UK and has been the
most significant asset involved in Bournemouth Air
Festival and the day after the end of that event sailed
north to partake in the Largs Viking Festival. Largs
Bay has demonstrated throughout the summer her
operational capabilities in an exercise scenario as
well as being visible to the general public by
attending public events.
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‘FORT GEORGE’ Returns Home to Crombie
After Four Month Deployment to the USA
and Canada in Support of HMS Ark Royal

F

ort George returned to Crombie in
Fife on the morning of Monday 16
August 2010 after demonstrating her
ability to support a deployed task group
for a prolonged period of time. She has
spent a busy four months deployed as
part of the AURIGA 10 Deployment in
support of the deployment’s Fleet Flag
Ship – HMS Ark Royal.

The purpose of the deployment was to
demonstrate the UK’s ability to deploy,
operate and sustain a task group out of
area for a prolonged period. Fort George
and Largs Bay more than demonstrated
their capabilities and on returning to the
UK the plaudits for the excellent work
each ship has undertaken has been
numerous. The comments have been very
positive and fully supports the firmly
held belief that the work and results
which the service delivers is undoubtedly
a uniquely achievement.
As the sole Logistic Unit, the
responsibility for maintaining the self
sufficiency of the task force for
prolonged periods at sea fell to the Fort
George. She performed in an exemplary

RFA FORT GEORGE as seen from the flight
deck of HMS ARK ROYAL.

manner throughout, reliably achieving all
her allocated tasking in what was often
complex war fighting scenarios. In the
early part of the deployment Fort George
had to step in as the Fleet Flag Ship while
Ark Royal was detached to prepare for
possible civilian evacuations from
Europe during the Volcanic Ash incident.
The comment from Commodore SIMON
ANCONA Commander Carrier Strike
Group (COMCSG) clearly showed how
important her role was in the overall
success of the Deployment.
“The task force was self sustaining
throughout - for which the RFA should
take specific credit”
In the initial stages aviation and anti
submarine warfare were the main focus
but later the ship was tasked with testing
her amphibious capabilities and worked
closely with 3 Commando Brigade, the
US Navy and Marines. Fort George also
supported the carrier escorts HMS
Liverpool, HMS Sutherland, USS Barry

and French Submarine Perle and
following the arrival of the Amphibious
Task Group with 3 Commando Brigade
HMS Ocean, HMS Albion and, one of
our sister RFA’s, Largs Bay.
FORT GEORGE carried three Merlin
Helicopters from 814 Naval Air
Squadron throughout the deployment.
These highly effective anti submarine
helicopters were regularly put through
their paces with the submarines taking
part at various stages.
Highlights of the deployment
included a visit to Halifax Nova Scotia in
Canada to assist with the centenary
celebrations of the Canadian Navy which
included the ship being open to visitors
where over 1000 members of the general
public attended. She then was part of the
Fleet Review carried out by HM The
Queen also in Canada. The final port of
call, prior to our return across the

Atlantic, was Port Canaveral where
members of the ship’s company were
regional engagement with local people
was engaged in.
Captain Dale Worthington OBE, the
commanding officer of Fort George said
“AURIGA has been a huge success for
RFA Fort George. We have conducted a
record number of fuel and store
replenishments, supporting the UK
Carrier Strike Group, the UK
Amphibious Group as well as US Navy
units. It’s been a demanding but
rewarding deployment for the ship’s
company and embarked Merlin squadron
but we have also been able to represent
HM Government with visits to a variety
of American and Canadian ports. All
onboard should feel very proud of their
achievements, as indeed am I.”

AFSUP CLUSTER SUPPORT TEAM 3
- CHIEF OF DEFENCE MATERIAL
COMMENDATION

F

ollowing the successful completion
of the first 3 projects under the new
Clustering arrangement with Cammell
Laird, the efforts of AFSUP Cluster
Team 3 in maintaining the legacy single
hull tankers of the flotilla has been
recognised through the award of a
prestigious Chief of Defence Material
Commendation. The Cluster team is
made up of RFA, Cammell Laird and
specialist MoD contractors led by
Captain Rob Cranstone and have
worked closely to deliver the level of
support required to ensure the continued
safe operation of the RFA Tankers.
The undertaking of the first cluster
contract, the RFA Gold Rover refit in
June 2008, taught the CST many
lessons. It took those lessons into the
formidable RFA Black Rover SLEP a
year later in June 2009 with terrific
results. Despite being a highly
complicated and difficult contract the
Black Rover SLEP was recognised as a
positive demonstration of the benefits
of the clustering ethos with a huge sense
of 'ownership' being demonstrated by
the Cammell Laird workforce. This
development continued with Lessons
taken from the Bayleaf 08 refit being
carried through to Orangeleaf SLEP
completed in April 2010. There is great
pride amongst the team that their efforts
have been recognised through the award
of the CDM Commendation and this has
cascaded down to the Cammell Laird
workforce.

Pictured L to R
Mr John Kennedy - Cammell Laird Senior
Cluster Director; General Sir Kevin
O'Donoghue KCB CBE; Captain Rob
Cranstone; Commodore Bill Walworth OBE

The award presented by Chief of
Defence Materiel General Sir Kevin
O'Donoghue and endorsed by the Chief
of Naval Staff Admiral Sir Mark
Stanhope, read:
“This award recognises your role in
evaluating the extent of the technical
and regulatory challenges faced in
maintaining the safe operation of 37
year old single hull tankers reducing the
risk to the maritime environment and
raising the standards of platform safety.
It also recognises the engineering
challenge that was overcome by the
team made up of RFA and Cammell
Laird personnel during the SLEP which
was delivered with the Performance
Cost Time Envelope to the satisfaction
of the regulatory authorities and to
customer requirements.”

‘3 in 3’ Challenge
Great North Swim
Para’s 10 Mile Endurance Race
Hampshire Marathon

During the deployment Fort George
covered more than 23806 nautical miles,
bearing in mind a trip around the equator
is a mere 21,600 miles. She made five
port visits engaging in defence diplomacy
on behalf of HM Government, conducted
75 fuelling replenishments at sea which
resulted in her issuing 26000 cubic
metres of diesol and 2500 cubic meters of
aviation fuel and carried out 19 stores
replenishments at sea issuing 287 tonnes
of stores in 584 loads.

3 Challenges, 3 Weeks, 1 RFA Officer

During September, 1/O(X) Officer Mark Palmer will take
part in three endurance events over three weeks to raise
money for the RNRMC Charity.
For more details of the charity please visit
www.rnrmc.org.uk or to sponsor Mark type ‘Mark
Palmer’ in the ‘find a friend section’ at
www.virginmoneygiving.com/giving
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ARGUS EXERCISES NEWLY FITTED PRIMARY CASUALTY RECEIVING
FACILITY (PCRF) CAPABILITY

A

rgus contains something which makes her unique in the Fleet – a fully-equipped 100bed hospital with nearly all the facilities which any land-based NHS district hospital
can provide.
She has a four-bay operating theatre, a 10 bed Intensive Care Unit, two general 35 bed
wards and the full gamut of clinical support services, all upgraded and improved by her
recent refit. Her Primary Casualty Receiving Facility (PCRF) also includes a 20 bed High
Dependency Unit,a dental surgery and the full gamut of clinical support services, including
imaging, pathology, pharmacy and physiotherapy.
She can stand up as a hospital in a matter of days,
providing a reassuring reminder to the Armed Forces that
she will be there to look after them as and when they need
it. She is also an impressive demonstration of teamwork,
bringing all the elements together to provide a unique
service.
“Argus is a very interesting ship – one of the most
capable in the RFA and certainly one of the most
challenging,” said her commanding officer, Captain Paul
Kehoe.
Her primary role has been as an aviation training ship,
working with the Fleet Air Arm, with a secondary role as
Primary Casualty Receiving Facility (PCRF). But after the
£37 million refit which upgraded her medical facilities,
her priorities are reversed, and now her principal role is to
be a PCRF.
She can’t be classed as a ‘hospital ship’; the rules are
defined by the Geneva Convention and would put severe
restraints on how she could operate. She couldn’t carry
arms and would have to declare exactly where she was operating, regardless of this, she is
as well-equipped as many an NHS district hospital.
Her safety conversion and refit included a new ramp in addition to her lifts, so that
casualties flown in by helicopter can be safely moved from the flight deck to the triage
area.
The refit provided an upgraded CT scanner, a state-of-the-art oxygen concentrator,
laboratory investigation kit and new digital imaging which finds foreign bodies and has the
technology to send images to be assessed remotely.
When she exercises as a PCRF her usual crew is joined by more than 180 specialist
medical staff, including nurses and consultants. In total they represent 43 specialisations
including emergency medicine, general surgery, trauma and orthopaedics, burns and
plastic surgery, anaesthetics, maxillo-facial, ophthalmology and psychiatry.
The medical team, regulars and reservists, are mostly drawn from NHS hospitals in
Derriford in Plymouth, Portsmouth, and Birmingham, which have integrated military units
embedded. Many have recent experience in Afghanistan, so their skills in dealing with
battlefield casualties are acknowledged to be the most up-to-date anywhere.
Those who have worked in Argus before make an easy transition from a land-based
hospital to a sea-based hospital – especially those like Surgeon Commander Rory Rickard,
who has previously served as the ship’s surgeon in Chatham, Iron Duke and Southampton

LH(D) MARTIN BOTHAM ANNOUNCES
UNFORESEEN RETIREMENT

A

fter 27 years with the RFA I
made many friends and I have
many very fond memories of the
years I spent at sea. It is with regret
that I have had to retire from the
RFA on the grounds of medical
health.
During the last year I was
diagnosed with oral cancer and after a
very lengthy operation lasting 19
hours this was followed by a total of
four weeks in hospital, two weeks in
ICU followed by two weeks
rehabilitating. In addition to this I
underwent six weeks of radio
therapy and on completion of the
treatment I was delighted to be given
the all clear. However as a result of
the operation my left arm was
rendered virtually useless and on the

advice of clinicians it was decided
that I wouldn't be able to work at sea
again.
I
was
devastated
to
discover in May this year that I had to
return to hospital and was again
diagnosed with the cancer and
after undergoing another lengthy
operation I have been given the all
clear and am now well on the road to
recovery.
If anyone would like to get in
touch with me either via email or by
phone could they contact Mrs S
Mcnally who will gladly forward the
details.
May I wish you all the very best
for the future and calm seas and
following winds.
Martin John Botham ex LHD

and experience in Northern Ireland and Afghanistan. He said: “You would think working
in a ship would be very different, but in fact the work doesn’t change enormously from
Derriford to Argus because the facilities on board are very swept-up.”
More than 180 medical staff who joined Argus off the south coast in July for the first
major medical exercise in three years. Exercise Medical Endeavour was a three-part
exercise designed to test all parts of the ship and her team. The first phase had the usual
operational sea training scenarios of onboard emergencies, including fire and floods. The
second phase was a healthcare assurance, designed to test
her new equipment and make sure it meets national
healthcare standards. Finally the third phase saw the ship
exercising her casualty receiving role.
The ship’s versatile facilities allow her to offer a tailormade medical unit, depending on the demands of the
operation and what casualties would be likely to result. For
Exercise Medical Endeavour, a team of ‘casualties’ spent
two days in the ship being made up to play personnel with
a variety of different conditions and injuries.
Lt Jez Eden, who works in Medical Operational
Capabilities (Force Development) within Navy Command
HQ, explained: “We fit the casualties to the scenario.
For instance, an attack on a vessel would be very likely
to result in casualties with varying degrees of burns and
smoke inhalation injuries. The scenario ashore would likely
mirror much of what is seen in Afghanistan.”
He added: “Some of the casualties will play the part of
dead personnel, as this will test the PCRF routines for
looking after the dead – removal of dog-tags, informing
next-of-kin, and looking after the bodies are all essential requirements.”
Operating Argus as a PCRF brings its own demands on the ship, where the usual crew
of around 80 RFA officers and ratings and 50 Royal Navy personnel grows by up to 180
as the medical teams embark. “Exercise Medical Endeavour was good fun, but manic,”
confirmed Steward Jaydene Akehurst, who has been in the RFA for two years. She
explained: “Usually we have 15-18 officers to look after but that more than doubles for
medical exercises. The hours are very long, but the ship has a very good atmosphere.”

ONLINE DISCOUNTS FOR SERVING
AND EX-SERVING ROYAL FLEET
AUXILLARY PERSONNEL
It’s free, easy to use and can save you lots of money!
The Official Discount/Benefit Scheme for all serving and ex-serving RFA
personnel can be found at – www.forcesdiscounts-mod.co.uk
This is an ideal first port of call for any service families looking for discounts,
savings and special offers on a range of purchases!
THERE ARE OVER 1400 COMPANIES OFFERING THOUSANDS of
DISCOUNTS ONLINE NOW!
A further bonus of this scheme is that immediate family members of serving
personnel are also entitled to sign up and start taking advantage of the
discounts in their own right.
Once you have registered on the website you will be given the option of
receiving a free newsletter. This will enable you to enter competitions which
are run regularly, giving you the chance to win fantastic prizes. You will also
receive advance news of new discounts and any free offers available on a
‘first come first served basis’.
If you have any suggestions about ways in which the scheme could be
improved, or if you know of companies either nationally or locally that offer
discounts but don’t appear on the website, please use the feedback facility
available on the homepage of the website.
Currently the website has over 144,000 members so there are lots of you out
there who have not yet accessed the benefits you are entitled to!
So why not join up now (there’s no time like the present) and see how
much money you can save?
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FORT ROSALIE DOCKS IN GREENOCK AND INVITES THE
LOCAL PEOPLE TO GO ABOARD

O

ne of the largest ships in the Royal Fleet Auxiliary (RFA) was alongside in
Greenock in support of plans to host a Scotts’ Shipbuilders 300th anniversary
celebration next year.
RFA Fort Rosalie docked at Ocean Terminal, on Friday 3 September until Sunday
5 September.
The 23,000-tonne vessel, which is 185 metres in length and carries a complement
of 140 crew, was launched on the Clyde at Scotts’ in 1976, bearing her original name,
Fort Grange. Her name was changed in 2000 to avoid confusion with the
tanker/replenishment ship RFA Fort George.

The ship’s company threw open her gangway on the Saturday to allow the general
public on board between 10am and 5pm. Guided tours were available in order to
allow visitors a glimpse into life in the RFA and to see for themselves what ‘Clydebuilt’ still stands for.
The commanding officer of RFA Fort Rosalie, Captain Vernon Ramsey-Smith,
said: “I am proud to be bringing RFA Fort Rosalie back to Greenock and the Clyde
where she was built some 34 years ago. It is a testament to the craftsmanship of
Scotts’ Shipbuilders and the people who worked on her that she continues to provide
excellent support to the Royal Navy, now and into the future.
“I know we are always assured of a warm welcome to Inverclyde and I hope that
as many people as possible come down to have a look around our ship.”
Local businesses, cadets and tourist organisations also toured the ship whilst she
was alongside, both on Saturday and Sunday, before RFA Fort Rosalie slipped and
departed on the Sunday evening.
Andy Gunn, chairman of the Friends of Scotts’ Shipbuilders, said: “The group
came about as a result of a number of retired senior managers who were involved in
the build of the Fort Rosalie, being invited by Captain Ramsay-Smith to visit the ship
last August at Glen Mallan in Loch Long.
“Fort Rosalie and sister ship Fort Austin were two of the finest ships ever built by
Scotts’. Both have operated for many years in and out of the Clyde to Loch Long and
anchored often at ‘the tail of the bank’. When she is lit up folk often remark ‘what
cruise ship is that?’
“Following on our visit to Fort Rosalie, it was thought it would be great if the
general public could in turn view the ship, and get the chance to witness Scotts’
history, so I’m really proud that we have organised both and I’m looking forward to
a special visit.”
The Scotts’ Shipbuilders 300th anniversary event is expected to take place next
summer at the McLean Museum.
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RFA COMMUNITY - Website Update

T

he New Appraisal process went live on 18th June 2010. In addition to the
training already undertaken the remaining dates for personnel on leave to
attend at their local Defence Academy training facility are -

DATE
30 Sep
12-13 Oct
1-2 Nov
18 Nov

VENUE
Andover Satellite Centre
Devonport Satellite Centre
Portsmouth
Foxhill, Bath

RFA
1 Session
2 Sessions
2 Sessions
1 Session

Due to the current constraints of T&S the course will be running from 1000 –
1400 which will allow personnel time to travel from their home address to the
venue, as no over night costs will be reimbursed.
You can book the above courses either by speaking to your Line Manager
onboard or your appointer if you are on leave.
The available locations will not suit everyone and we will still continue to
carry on training onboard RFA ships, and of course we all have our e-learning
package.
If anyone has any questions please contact C/O(E) Russ Farquhar 93832
8610.

MAILING LIST

W

ith GUNLINE now available in electronic format on the RFA page on the
www.royalnavy.mod.uk website and the RFA Community website
www.rncom.mod.uk there is now the opportunity to reduce the amount of
unwanted mail. If you would like to read GUNLINE on line and stop receiving
it in the post please e.mail me at mark.mundy307@mod.uk

T

he Royal Fleet Auxiliary’s
Community
Website
www.rfacom.mod.uk is available to
RFA personnel, their families and
friends and offers a wide range of
information on topical RFA matters.
Connecting and supporting the
RFA Community worldwide every
day, this internet based Community
Support facility is for everybody in the
Royal Fleet Auxiliary Community. If
you are, or were, a member of the
RFA, a family member or friend, this
site may be of interest to you.
It should be noted that this service
is not intended to replace or duplicate
the Deployment News that units
currently publish on their official
pages of the Royal Fleet Auxiliary
website www.rfa.mod.uk This site is
aimed at a much wider audience,
including the general public, potential
recruits and journalists.
The RFA Community website has
1485 registered users, up to and
including September 2010.
The member’s area is only open to
personnel and their families who have
registered to use the facility. This is a
protected area and only information of
an unclassified nature can be
published on the site. The site is
moderated, and strictly forbids the

inclusion of information such as
forthcoming port visits and other
aspects of a ships’ programme.
The current topics being discussed
on the website include:
BR875 / PRG’s
Relief’s
Comms / CIS branch
RFA Partners
Breaking News
Only available to those who have
registered for an account:
Crew Lists
Frequently Asked Questions
Emergency Contact Details
BFPO and UIN numbers
Liberty Boat routines
Appointers contact details
MOD Forms 305 and 306
Promotion Notices
Business Partner Bulletins
Gunline and Cascade Briefs
More information and views are
appearing all the time, and the service
is rapidly expanding.
Register for an account today and
help make the news and keep up to
date!
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MOUNTS BAY TAKES TO THE SKIES
supported by the fact that his knees would not stop
shaking for a good ten minutes, even after he made a
‘safe’ return.
The area off the stern though was a very limited
flying area so I did suggest that he might want to fly out
well over the side and as such lowered the side ramp for

S

ince 2006, Mounts Bay has been very active for
nurturing model flying in the RFA with many a
budding tyro receiving encouragement from the cadre
of active flyers onboard over the years. Unfortunately
for flying, the ship was to be in Falmouth for
effectively the whole of the last summer undertaking
the first of the Bay class major refits with upgrades.
Obviously I was not going to be able to do any
flying onboard and so I took the opportunity of joining
the nearby Redruth & District Model Flying Club. The
club flying field was only 15 miles away and this
allowed me to keep my hand in and also do some fixed
wing flying, which I had not done for a few years. Over
the next few months I was made to feel very welcome
and had many a good flying day.
The RFA model flying group, affiliated to the RN
model flying association, was finally formed at the start
of 2010, but by July, I had not got round to actively
advising interested parties of the fact. I thought a good

Can I do it?????

before and was ready for use. So, around 11am on
Sunday 27th August forty four members of the club
turned up along with models of various kinds for a
good day’s flying. Whilst many halls can be wider or
higher than the vehicle deck, none are quite as long and
it was something new to most flyers to be able to fly
large long ‘circuits’ indoors.
The models ranged from small contra-rotating
helicopters up to large ‘foamy’ 3d aeroplanes and it was

‘Hovering’ a plane

opportunity to do so would be to host something
completely different and hold a model flying event
onboard Mounts Bay. As far as I was aware this had not
been done before, at least not on a large scale and so in
order to get a decent number of people, nothing like a

Will he do it?????

quite something to see so many models flying around at
once and one flyer in particular carrying out rolling
circles with a very large plane. Photographic
opportunities though were very limited as the
illumination inside the vehicle deck is not conducive to
decent photography.
One disappointed pilot, Ian, a quite respectable 3D
helicopter pilot with a most immaculate full spec T-rex
600N really, really, wanted to fly ‘off’ from a ship. As
the stern door was down I suggested he tried from
there, however, I did warn him to watch out for both the

The Flyers ‘pose’

crowd for advertising something, I asked the club if
they would be interested in attending. I proposed two
events to run concurrently; vehicle deck indoor flying
and outdoor flying from the flight deck, though the
latter would be weather dependant. Quick as a flash I
received a very positive reply and at the next club
meeting it was proposed and all agreed it was a good
idea to attend.
The day of the ‘fly-in’ arrived and unfortunately a
slight refit overrun prevented flying from the flight
deck but the vehicle deck had been fully cleared the day

him. Again warning that in such high winds with such
a small ramp, the turbulence would be even greater and
there was no ‘clear’ air that could be entered for
landing.
In the true spirit of “its only a thousand pound
helicopter” he went for it and what can I say, low level
inverted over water in high and blustery winds….. He’s
a bigger one than I’ve got!!
The one thing about indoors is that it is not only for
aeroplanes and helicopters, cars and other ‘things’ are
brought out for a bit of fun.
There was also a glow engine racing car but it was
so fast, all pictures taken were a blur and how the driver
could make it go so quick and not hit anything or
anybody was quite something.
Throughout the day a number of ‘tours’ were
undertaken showing club members around the ship,

vicious turbulence around the stern and the ‘ropes’ on
the way out and back in. To say that he experienced
something different was a bit of an understatement

James Bond scene, with a car being chased by a jet boat. Note
that it was my car and I won by turning tighter then tipping the
jet boat over; yippee for me!!!!!!!!!

everybody enjoyed this despite the number of steps to
the bridge and they were thoroughly impressed with the
views.
Finally however, the day came to an end, farewells
were made, ‘gizzits’ handed over and such had been the
success of the day the club handed over £100,
donations being collected from the club members
attending for charity in lieu of ‘payment’ for the venue.
This was put to good use for both the local Falmouth
Docks Seamen’s Mission cabin and the RNLI.
So, a good day was had by all and certainly the club
flyers are looking forward to the ship’s return to
Falmouth next year for another indoor and hopefully a
proper outdoor event.
For more details of model flying on/in/from RFA
vessels and the RFA Model Flying Group contact my
direct Email at joe.vrhc@hotmail.com
Joe W Richardson, Chief Engineer Officer
RFA Mounts Bay
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RFA WAVE RULER

RFA CARDIGAN BAY
RFA FORT VICTORIA
RFA LYME BAY
RFA DILIGENCE
RFA BAYLEAF

RFA BLACK ROVER

WAVE KNIGHT
Undergoing a period of maintenance and operational
enhancement prior to deployment later in the year.
WAVE RULER
Conducting duties as APT(N) in support of allied nations assets in
the Caribbean, currently undergoing a routine maintenance period
in Curacao.
GOLD ROVER
Undergoing refit in Birkenhead.
BLACK ROVER
Stationed in the South Atlantic undertaking APT(S) duties.
BAYLEAF
In the Middle East working as the Arabian Gulf Ready Tanker.

RFA LARGS BAY
RFA FORT GEORGE

ORANGELEAF
Operating as the tanker for FOST.
FORT VICTORIA
Deployed to the Middle East in support of National Operations.
FORT GEORGE
Partaking in Exercise Joint Warrior in the North West approaches in
support of Royal Navy ships.
FORT AUSTIN
Alongside in Portsmouth.
RFA GOLD ROVER
RFA FORT ROSALIE
RFA WAVE KNIGHT

FORT ROSALIE
Undergoing refit in Birkenhead.
CARDIGAN BAY
Continues her work with OP TELIC Tasking in Northern Arabian Gulf
region but currently alongside in Bahrain.
MOUNTS BAY
Alongside in Portland preparing for FOST training.
LYME BAY
In the Gulf region undertaking OP TELIC tasking.
LARGS BAY
Partaking in Exercise Joint Warrior in the North West approaches in support
of amphibious operations.
ARGUS
Alongside in Falmouth conducting routine operations.
DILIGENCE
Conducting operational tasking in the Middle East currently of Fujaira.

RFA FORT AUSTIN
RFA ARGUS

Provided courtesy of The U.K. Hydrographic Office

RFA MOUNTS BAY
RFA ORANGE LEAF
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WAVE KNIGHT’S WALK THE WALK

O

n a warm Sunday morning
alongside in Portland, a group of
seven budding walkers put on their
walking boots and trainers to take part in
either a 13.1 or 26.2 mile sponsored
walk to raise money for the ‘Walk the
Walk’ campaign in aid of Breast Cancer
research and treatment.
With their I-PODS plugged in and
Bras strapped on, the group, comprising
of, Capt(X) Ian Pilling, Capt(E) Alan
Grant, C/O(X) Shane Wood, 3/O(X)
Stuart Smith, 2/O(C) Ian Johnston,
L/H(SA) Emma Flannery and Stwd
Clare Trill commenced walking as the
sun began to rise to make the most of the
cooler early morning sun.
The walk took place on WVKN’s
main deck, each lap being recorded by
one of the supporters; initially 1/O(LS)
Dave Catterson, then 3/O(E) Jackie
Lauder and RTO(E) Karl Middis,
ensuring the required mileage was being
achieved. 26.2 miles equates to 236 laps
of the main deck!

The walk had been “sold” as a
leisurely stroll in the park event,
stopping for breakfast, possibly smokco

out not to be seen again, not stopping for
any meals nor comfort break!
As lunchtime approached, with each

RFA WAVE KNIGHTS WALK THE WALK (L-R) - 3/O(X) Stuart Smith, C/O(X) Shane Wood,
LH(SA) Emma Flannery, Capt Ian Pilling, STWD Clare Trill, 2/O(C) Ian Johnston,
Capt(E) Alan Grant

and lunch. That all changed within the
first five metres when two of the
younger members of the team stretched

step becoming just that bit more painful
than the previous, the walkers were
nearing completion. Picking up the pace

and eventually finishing the 26.2 mile
walk first, 2/O(C) Ian Johnson asked “I
am dizzy can I stop now?” The answer
was “yes Ian…the finish line is just
round corner- pass through it a few
more times!”
By 1330 everyone had completed the
walk and could finally relax and enjoy a
well earned ice cold drink.
“On completion of the walk I felt in
severe pain from the waist down; the
muscles in my legs felt like piano
wires!” explained Captain Pilling
having just completed 236 laps.
This was a great achievement. So far
£1215 has been raised through sponsors,
primarily from the ship’s company and
families.
Well done to the walkers and to the
supporters for their encouragement and
also for providing the very welcome
refreshments throughout the morning
and early afternoon.
3/O(X) Stuart Smith

PERSONNEL FROM RFA CARDIGAN BAY PRESENTED WITH MEDALS

R

ecently the Commanding Officer of RFA Cardigan Bay, Captain Patterson
awarded two medals onboard RFA Cardigan Bay, currently stationed in the
Gulf. The first presentation was to Second Officer (X) Howard, for the Iraq
Medal. This medal recognises Second Officer’s Howard’s contribution to
Operation Telic during his last appointment onboard RFA Cardigan Bay. To be
awarded the medal an individual has spend either 30 continuous days’ service
in the Northern Arabian Gulf or accumulate 45 days during one appointment.
The second medal was the Royal Fleet Auxiliary Long Service medal
presented to Petty Officer (SA) Berry. This medal recognises Petty Officer
(SA) Berry’s 20 years service to Royal Fleet Auxiliary having joined the
Service in January 1989. Since then has served on nearly every class of Royal
Fleet Auxiliary ship including all four bay class vessels.

CASUAL VISIT NOT CASUALTIES AS MASSIVE RFA
HOSPITAL SHIP DOCKS AT LEITH

O

Since its launch in July 2009, Seafarer Support has successfully
assisted with over 450 welfare enquiries. Whilst most of the
enquiries involved various forms of financial support, a high
percentage required assistance with accommodation, emotional
support and career advice. Seafarer Support was able to put
callers directly in touch with the organisation(s) that were best
suited to their needs. The referral line is open to those who
have or who are serving in the Merchant Navy, Fishing Industry
or the Royal Navy, plus their dependants.
The confidential freephone service is operated by the Merchant
Navy Welfare Board and is available between 9.30 - 4.30
Monday to Friday on 0800 121 4765 - Outside these times a
message can be left.
The service can also be accessed via the website:
www.seafarersupport.org

ne of the biggest ships in the Royal
Navy fleet will sail into Leith
Docks on Sunday next week (August
15) for the start of an 11-day regional
engagement visit to the capital.
Royal Fleet Auxiliary (RFA) ship
Argus, a primary casualty reception
ship, will transit the lock at
approximately 7.30 pm and go
alongside Imperial Dock 5/6.
The 28,000-tonne ship, with her
distinctive superstructure and large
flight deck – which is often used for
aviation training – has sailed to
Edinburgh having just attended Navy
Days at Portsmouth. Before that, she
had embarked on a two-week exercise
called Medical Endeavour where her
medical facilities were operationally
tested and approved.
The 175 metre ship has recently
emerged from a £37m refit and has
welcomed a new commanding officer
on board. He is Captain Ian Johnson

who joins the Argus fresh from
skippering RFA Largs Bay, which was
in the news recently as the Royal Navy’s
emergency response vessel that sailed to
provide humanitarian aid to victims of
the Haiti earthquake.

Scotland’s most senior naval officer,
Rear Admiral Martin Alabaster, is
hosting several dignitaries and naval
officers on board during her stay
alongside in Leith. Unfortunately, on
this occasion the ship will not be open to
the general public.
She slips her berth on the afternoon
of Friday, August 27 to return to sea and
her next operational deployment.
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WAVE RULER GOES SOUTH TO NORTH

I

n mid May RFA Wave Ruler sailed from Port Stanley in the Falkland Islands
heading for the West Indies to take up station as APT(N). Most of the crew took
advantage of the opportunity for a leg stretch and visit to the local store to buy
essentials. A final crew change took place prior to sailing Stanley and heading for
warmer climes.
On the way north RFA Wave Ruler conducted a whole-ship main machinery fire
exercise, demonstrating the crews’ ability to manage an emergency and their
capabilities to adapt to self sufficiency.
Towards the end of May Wave Ruler paid a regional engagement visit to Santos
in Brazil. The opportunity was taken to undertake some repairs and routine
maintenance.
During the visit Captain N A Budd called on
the Captain of the Port, Capitoa-der-Mar-eGuerra Antonio Sergio Caiacode Allencar
where crests were exchanged. An offer of a
ship’s tour for the local police was gratefully
accepted and a 20 strong party was given a
detailed tour by Bill Homer, the Ops Officer. It
was not all work however and there was an
opportunity to visit the town and beaches,
although incessant rain during the latter
ensured that everyone was reminded of home!
An invitation to watch some football with Santos playing Corinthians in San
Paulo was keenly accepted with many of the crew taking advantage of the
opportunity to experience the colour and noise that is widely recognised and
associated with South American football. The football was fast and furious despite
the heat with Santos the home team losing 4 – 2.
As June arrived, Wave Ruler headed back out to sea. This was an ideal

opportunity to conduct a series of intensive training exercises on the passage north,
helping to ensure that we arrived on station fully capable of being able to undertake
the tasks the ship would be assigned. As well as ensuring the training was up to date,
sunny skies assisted in enabling the ship’s maintenance programme to be brought up
to date and bearing in mind we would be
entering the hurricane season, having the
ship fully trained and looking her best was
going to reflect positively on the RFA.
On the 7th June Wave Ruler re-entered
the Northern hemisphere and to celebrate
on the following day the ship held an
interdepartmental cricket match during
the dog watches followed by an evening
BBQ and horse racing, all monies made
going to charity.
In the Caribbean Sea the weather decided to change with overcast skies, strong
winds and rain. This soon abated and wet drill training took place over a two day
period in which the whole ship’s company took part in re-entry drills using charged
hose’s, some got very wet while others managed to remain miraculously dry! All
agreed the training was of great value and some thought that it was good fun! Last
minute preparations for the APT(N) role included mustering and a final check of the
disaster relief stores.
The last few days before arriving in Norfolk for a maintenance period saw events
taking place all over the ship to prepare for arrival, and the forthcoming ISM Audit,
PUMA team visit and Base Logistics Inspection!

Anagram by Chris White
Answers on page 16
1

THE ROYAL FLEET AUXILIARY
OFFICIAL CALENDAR 2011

5
7
8

9

10

The feedback we have received has been very positive and we are pleased to announce
that each year, as a result of the calendar sales we have been able to make a charitable
donation to the RFA Benevolent Fund.
Both retired and serving members of the service have been very supportive of the
previous calendars and for 2011 we are looking to surpass previous years to make this
one the best yet!!

3

4
6

In 2009, we launched the “new look” Royal Fleet Auxiliary calendar. We began to offer
a higher quality product with pictures, accompanied with descriptions, showing a
variety of the service’s work from across the ships highlighting the events of the Royal
Fleet Auxiliary’s activities during the previous year.

2

11
12

13
14

Once again, the calendar will portray an overview of the Royal Fleet Auxiliary’s roles and
operational activities during 2010. This includes coverage of exercises, including Op Auriga,
and Cold Response as well as our support of the Royal Navy, Royal Marines and allied
nations. In addition to this we also feature our participation in displays and ceremonies around
the world.

15
16

17

18
19

20

As before, the calendar is in full colour, and lists key dates throughout the year.

21

Our thanks go to all the individuals who have helped in collecting material for the calendar,
who are unfortunately, too numerous to mention.
The price of the calendar is still £8.99 (+ p & p) and will be available from October 2011.
You can pre-order your calendar by either:
•
•
•
•

22

Calling the Calendar Sales Line on 0845 612 6647 (09.00 – 17.00, Mon – Fri)
Visiting the website at www.theroyalfleetauxiliary.com for online ordering 24
hours a day
E-Mailing us at sales.desk@aonixlimited.com
Complete the attached coupon and send in an envelope, with either a cheque of
credit/debit card details to: Aonix Limited, First Floor, Cecil Court, 28 – 36
Cecil Road, Hale, Cheshire, WA15 9PB, United Kingdom

We hope you enjoy the Calendar throughout 2011.
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Each of the clues below is an anagram of an RFA ship’s name (past or present)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Across

Name ...................................................................................................................................................

1
6
8
11
13
14
20
21
22
23
24

Address ...............................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................... Postcode ....................................
Daytime Telephone No. .......................................................................................................................
Please send me ......................... Royal Fleet Auxiliary 2011 Calendar(s) @ £12.99 each
(including VAT & UK postage). Please add a further £3.50 per calendar for overseas postage.
I wish to pay by cheque/postal order(s) made payable to Calendar Offer
Value ..................................................... Number ...............................................................................
I wish to pay by credit card/Maestro please debit my account by £ ................................................
Card No. .............................................................................................................................................
Name on card ......................................................................................................................................
Start date ............... Expiry date ............... 3 Digit security code ................ Issue No. (Switch) ........

24

Down
Water top cover (4,9)
Arch freely (10)
In raw shark (3,7)
Fine or super (4,7)
Any bad cigar (8,3)
I harm brawn (3,7)
Absent star (10)
Behead Cyd (9)
Same neurotic (3,9)
Also raves (3,6)
Err gangrene (5,6)

2
3
4
5
7
9
10
12
14
15
16
17
18
19

Volcano ears (5,6)
By amounts (6,3)
Hers the rip (10)
Special river (3,9)
Dim or tender blot (6,9)
Soft innocent rat (4,11)
Honour fair beast (4,11)
Befall amber (11)
Now as ever give (4,9)
Feel a groan (10)
Keep dry lip (10)
A tender weld (11)
Dear saucers (3,8)
Tepid grins (10)
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R F A A S S O C I AT I O N
Chairman's Dit.
CONTACT
INFORMATION
RFA ASSOCIATION
Headquarters
01434 220000
E-mail:
lookout@rfa-association.org

CHAIRMAN
Pat Thompson
01833 640045
07879 254168
Skype Captain.Pat
E-mail:
chairman@rfa-association.org

ADMIN
01434 220000
E-mail: admin@rfa-association.org

MEMBERSHIP
Dawn Reay
01434 220000
07522 551628
E-mail:dawn@rfa-association.org

TREASURER
Vacant
SECRETARY & FINANCIAL
SECRETARY
Under consideration
PLYMOUTH BRANCH
John Halford
01752 776663
E-mail:
plymouth@rfa-association.org

SOLENT BRANCH
Brian Waters
01722 320562
E-mail :
solent@rfa-association.org

LONDON BRANCH
Lt Cdr James Wyatt
David Bolton (Acting)
01908 378360
E-mail: the-galley@btinternet.com

SCOTTISH & NEWCASTLE
BRANCH
John Roddis
01786 821379
E-mail:
sandn@rfa-association.org

MIDLANDS BRANCH
John Sail
01476 594034
mnasail@googlemail.com

Another day, another Chairman's Dit
to write for Gunline. I have a fair bit to
talk about in this issue so I had better get
cracking. Firstly the 2011 Reunion, all our
members who read the RFAA website will
know that the event will take place at the
Crowne Plaza Hotel Nottingham (Used to be
the Royal Moathouse Nottingham and was the
venue for the 2004 Reunion, pictures on the
website) on Saturday 14 May 2011. There is
still a lot of detail to finalise but basically I
expect the price to be less than £50 per head and
deals have been struck for room hire and
parking, more about that in the next issue but do
bear in mind there will only be around 110
tickets available and it is very much FIRST
COME FIRST SERVED.
Things are starting to happen with the RFA
Memorial at Alrewas with Trustee Frank
Andrews representing the Association on the
newly formed COMRFA Committee. Watch
this space and also of course the website for
emerging details. Coupling our 2011 Reunion
with the Memorial I hope, that there is
enough interest, that we might be able to run a
coach trip from Nottingham to Alrewas on
Sunday 15th May. It's about an hour's run so
leaving at 0900 with a 2 hour site visit we
would be back for 1400 ish. Initial estimate of
the cost works out at around £10 per head but it
would be dependent on numbers requiring
around 30 to go, drop me a line if you think you
might be interested.
Captain (LS) John Hood, our ex-officio
Trustee is on the move taking over the
Personnel section in COMRFA HQ thus
relinquishing his position as Trustee and on
behalf of the Association I wish him every
success in his new appointment. In his place

Captain (LS) Rupert Drew pulls on the mantle
of Trustee. Rupert is an old shipmate of mine
and like John will be a good friend to the
Association.
I would like to take this opportunity to
welcome Simon Weston to our ranks. You will
remember him as one of the Welsh Guardsmen
present at the attack on Sir Galahad at Bluff
Cove on the 8th June 1982 during the Falklands
Campaign. Despite the horrific injuries he
received he has gone on to become a tireless
worker and fundraiser for numerous charities
both service and none service. I look forward to
him having time from his busy schedule to join
us at one of our Reunions.
In the last edition of Gunline we ran an
article from Mike Day regarding RFA Slava and
you will note the follow up in this edition.
Resulting from his article Mike received a
number of contacts, some good, some not so
good and one right on the button. Very many
thanks to everybody who took the opportunity
to reply.
You will also note that Member Ian Hawks
has submitted an article he must be one of the
few members who actually remember serving
in the old "War Boats", unless of course you
know better. All it takes is a sheet of Basildon
Bond, a couple of photographs, an envelope, a
stamp and an hour of your time and you too
could join that elite band of Gunline
correspondents.
Before I sign off another issue I must say a
few words about the b****y Year Book. As you
will all know this has been a thorn in my paw,
an albatross around my neck etc., and has been
ever since I took over as Chairman. Once this
issue goes to bed (that's Fleet Street Talk
dont'cha know) I intend to give it my undivided

attention. I am already looking for other ways
of producing the booklet but cost is really
driving the whole process. It cannot be that
difficult but it jolly well seems to be.
Loads of stuff from the Archive at
Bellingham is now available on the website
thanks to the stalwart efforts of our Plymouth
Brethren (if you will pardon that little bit of
journalistic license). More will be coming soon.
The problem is, of course, that web based
solutions like this are restricted to the web
based membership and I cannot really think of
a solution here. The late Colin Plomer used to
berate me for constantly saying "it's on the web
and I do not have a computer" and he was quite
right but for the moment I cannot think of any
other way around that problem other than to say
if you are in the area I will open the office up
for you, all it takes is a phone call. Of course
even if you do not have a computer there will be
one in your local library and they are glad to
help "web virgins".
Penultimately, the "Marching Season" is
upon us again and we are expecting 20 tickets
for the Remembrance Sunday Parade at the
Cenotaph. If you can make it please get in touch
with me ASAP, as ever First Come First
Served" and it would be so good to have a full
turnout. It is, I can assure you, a "Dear Diary
Moment". The Honourable Company of Master
Mariners also host at a parade at the Merchant
Navy War Memorial at the same time and that
is worth attending.
Finally, and as ever, very many thanks to all
the contributors old and new to this issue, Mike
Day, Ian Hawks, Dave Gerrard and John
Carhuana for their efforts, apologies to John
Littlechild for not including his offering but it
will appear in the next issue.

How I came to join the RFA
It was in the summer of 1959 that as a newly
fledged teenager, I suddenly was transported from
rural north Lancashire to a hot, dusty, limestone
rock in the Med.
Malta of course, still at that time a colony and
major base with thousands of service families
whose children needed schooling.
My father had got a job teaching at the
imposingly named Royal Naval School Tal
Handaq and I was a pupil there for the next four
years.

home for the night. As the school bus trundled
round the creeks I was vaguely aware of other
grey ships such as Brown Ranger, Fort Duquesne,
and Tide Austral which seemed to be permanent
features but gave them little thought.
The best time at school was in summer when
"tropical routine" prevailed, leaving the
afternoons free for the beach and the evenings for
the many cinemas or the school youth club which
was at the respectable end of Strait Street. There
being no licensing laws the boys were free to

("only works when forced to" - my wife would
agree!) thought otherwise.
Fortunately about that time Chief Officer Bruce
Seymour turned up with a Bell & Howell and
showed us the RFA's first recruiting film. (Well
the letters were the same!) It worked and after a
visit to the Station Wave Boat, I applied.
The locally convened interview board took a
similar view of my reports and condemned me to
a year's pre-sea training so it was goodbye to
Malta and a year at RSNC Cardiff where you had

A strange place, converted from a wartime army
camp disguised to look like a Maltese village and
now being expanded with Romney Huts to cope
with the ever growing population, headed by a
four ring Instructor Captain, and staffed by several
Lt Cdrs and some 40 teachers on contract from
UK.
We were now Admiralty Civilians.
As my previous knowledge of the Navy had
been limited to War Picture Library comics, I
found it odd to see hundreds of sailors streaming
down gangways from such as HMS Forth, going

experiment with local beer and even Gozo wine
but few developed a taste for it!
It was also a blessing to be released from
chasing balls round stony fields to be allowed to
spend sports afternoons at St Angelo, learning to
sail in whalers and RNSA dinghies.
Eventually the time came to think of a career.
Having spent much of my time gazing out of the
classroom window at the comings and goings at
RAF Luqa and having read all the Biggles books,
I thought of the RAF.
The careers master having read my reports

no choice but to work!
The staff there tried to steer me away from the
RFA which had a less than exalted reputation in
those days, but I persisted and looking back think
I probably made the right choice. And so to sea
and the frustration of being thrown off the
designated Med Station Tanker to make room for
a passenger. But that's another story.
I still haven't got that island out of my system
and go back regularly. The wine is much better
these days.
David Gerrard

NORTHWEST
Frank Andrews
01722 685427
E-mail: frabaa@blueyonder.co.uk

Office Address:
3-4 Station House
Bellingham
Hexham NE48 2DG
Mailing Address
PO Box 52
Barnard Castle DL12 2BA
Web Sites:
www.rfa-association.org
Plymouth Branch
www.rfaaplymouth.org
Solent Branch
www.
freewebs.com/rfaasolentbranch/
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Memories
I wonder how many members or readers
served or remember the RFA War class
tankers.
After serving four years apprenticeship in the
Merchant Navy on the SS Kingsbury, Capper
Alexanda Shipping Co: I joined the RFA War

Nawab in Portsmouth harbour 1941 as Third
Officer, I was only on her for ten days
learning the workings of a tanker and RFA
procedures when I was posted to the RFA
War Brahmin stationed in Bermuda which
was to last two & half years. The Brahmin
was station oiler fuelling visiting ships either
in the dockyard, HMS Malabar or laying at
anchor out in the bay.
RFA War Brahmin

During this time RN crews were being sent
over to the USA to collect new frigates, and
troop and tank landing craft. These called
into Bermuda on their way to the UK to
refuel and spend a few days working the new
crews up.

Fuelling Rail

One day when I was on duty a frigate
HMS Curzon came along side for fuel, on
completion the Captain came aboard to sign
the papers, and to both our amazement he
was my cousin Lt. Alan Diggins, the last
time we met up was in Freetown a year
earlier. Alan had also served as an apprentice
in the MN and transferred to the Royal Navy
early 1930's.
It was decided to fit the Brahmin out so
that she could fuel from astern. The dockyard
fitted a single rail running from astern,
around amidships and back, curved
stanchions held this up from which single
RFA War Sudra

REGISTERED IN SCOTLAND No. SC039054

RFA SLAVA

- no longer a ship of mystery

RFA War Nawab

SLAVA was built in 1903 as a tanker
(1,690 GRT) for the Volga shipping and
trading company. 270 feet long, she was twin
screwed and her steam compound engines
drove her at 12 knots. Come the revolution,
SLAVA was nationalised by the Bolsheviks
but returned to her owners in 1918.
SLAVA then became part of a very
interesting period of British naval history. In
order to keep the Eastern front alive after the
early 1917 revolution, Britain sent military
and naval missions to support and encourage
the new democratic government, and
thousands of tons of military supplies to
replenish their armies. When the Bolsheviks
ousted the democratic government in October
1917, the missions tried to work with both
sides.
Life got very complicated for the
military and naval people on the ground in the
various theatres, the Baltic, the Barents and
White Seas, the Black Sea and the Far East.
The number of different and changing
conflicts were too numerous to mention here.
Characters like Admiral Cowan, Generals

later in the Faeroes Isles fuelling returning
escorts from Atlantic and Russian convoy
work.
Next was transferred to the RFA Airsprite
as Second Officer, at first stationed at
Sheerness running fuel from the Isle of Grain
tanks to the Submarine pens in Dover. This
was very handy, as living in Hadleigh Essex,
RFA Airsprite

was able to take the ferry running over to
Southend Pier and a bus ride home on days
off.
Later we were stationed in the Clyde at
Greenock fuelling aircraft carriers.
I left the RFA in 1946 to come ashore and
enter the boat building trade on Canvey
Island, Prout Catamarans.
I enjoyed my short time in the RFA and now
look forward to reading the Gunline, am
amazed how technology has developed since
my days on the War Tankers expect that all
fuel deliveries are computerised not ullage
readings taken with a weighted steel tape and
then referred to a book of tables.
© Ian Hawks 2010

FA M I L I E S

Gough, Dunsterville and Ironsides, and
Commodore Norris played amazing roles
during 1918 and 1919, trying to follow the
policies of the British government, the
Supreme Allied War Council, the interests of
emerging states like Estonia, Latvia and
Lithuania and later the terms of the Armistice.
In the land-locked Caspian Sea, there
were fears over the oil fields at Baku and the
safety of the land "passage to India".
Commodore Norris arranged for naval guns
and supplies from British warships on the
Tigris and India to be brought overland to the
Caspian Sea. He chartered Russian merchant
ships with British government money. The
Commodore kept the ships' crews and posted
naval officers on board to command and run
the ships as the British Caspian Sea Flotilla.
The flagship was the freighter
PRESIDENT KRUGER (5x4" guns). The
LIEUTENANT SCHMIDT was renamed
WINDSOR CASTLE (4x4" guns). The oil
tanker EMILE NOBEL was armed with 3x6"
and 1x4.7" guns. Of the dozen or so other
ships it is worth mentioning EDINBURGH
CASTLE (ex-SOYUS) which operated
Coastal Motor Boats and ORLIONOCH and
A. YUSANOFF which operated seaplanes.
And then there was the SLAVA
armed with either 1x6" and 1x4.7" guns or
1x4" and 1x75mm guns according to different
sources.
The Flotilla was involved in 3 major
battles in the summer 1919 of the flotilla

including the Battle of Tub-Karagan Bay, and
were remarkably successful. When the RN
left in November, many of the ships in the
Flotilla were handed over to the White
Russians and later recaptured by the Soviets.
Although the ships wore White Ensigns, it
was probably because they forgot the blue
ones from Mesopotamia, where they were
probably not available anyway. The chartered
ships were not commissioned ships, and it is
interesting that SLAVA has the RFA prefix on
the photograph.
It was the practice of ship
photographers to take a picture of a ship and
then go on board to take orders for copies
from the crew. They would be printed to
order, making sure the name was spelled
correctly and not wasting expensive material.
In those days it was practice to print them
with "postcard" backings. The cards could be
posted home to the families. It is likely
therefore that the photographer of this photo
was told to use the prefix "RFA".
So, there is the case to add SLAVA
and the other ships of the Caspian Sea Flotilla
to the RFA Fleet list for the year 1919.
©2010 Mike Day
References and acknowledgements:
"Karl" of Ship Nostalgia.com
"For them the War was not Over - The Royal
Navy in Russia 1918-1920".
Michael Wilson. The History Press. 2010.
"Freeing the Baltic". Geoffrey Bennett. Birlinn.
2002
"Churchill's Crusade - The British Invasion of
Russia 1918-1920".
Clifford Kinvig. Hambledon Continium. 2006.
The website: www.gwda.org; en.academic.ru.

The Malta Link
It was good to meet the members
of the Malta Association on a recent
visit. The secretary Eugenio Teuma
continues to keep the team together.
The visit of RFA Wave Ruler has been a
recent landmark. It has been noted
that Royal Navy ships are frequent
visitors to the Grand Harbour. RFA
ships made no visits. Through the
London and Home Counties Branch,
being the link with Malta, a request
was made to put this right via the
Branch and Commodore Walworth.
The Maltese members' dedication is
strongly evident in the vast amount of
memorabilia that is on exhibit in the

private garages that can be described
as mini museums. They will be pleased
to take visitors around.
It has been noted that the new
Malta Maritime Museum has not an
exhibit that truly reflects the link with
the RFA service that is so much part of
the Maltese Maritime history and
heritage. This request is not only from
the families of seafarers there but also
the many visitors from the UK and the
Commonwealth. Despite attempts to
make this point to Malta Heritage, this
has not yet materialised. The museum
is on the site that used to be the Naval
Bakery in Vittoriosa.
Some would remember Charles
Grech Bar in Kingsway Valletta now
Republic Street. This was the RFA
meeting venue. There you will be sure
to meet someone from the ship that
arrived in Malta that day. Charles
Grech is still there as a wines and
spirits store.
The London and Home Counties
Branch will be laying a wreath on
behalf of the RFAA Malta at the Tower
Hill Memorial on Merchant Navy Day.
© John Caruana 2010

pulleys hung to take the hose. The attached
photo shows the 2nd Officer leaning on the
rail. The first trial run offshore was with
three destroyers around us, each taking turns
to lay astern and pick up the hose to fuel, as
the hose was paid out the crew would be
positioned along the rail to assist ease of
running. Very Heath Robinson but it worked.
My next ship after a week's leave was the
RFA War Sudra stationed in Scapa Flow and

OBITUARIES
Since the last edition of Gunline the
following members and ex-RFA non
members have sadly "Crossed the Bar"
Chief Officer Peter Simpson 1st July
aged 58
Captain Derek Reynolds 3rd July
aged 79
SG1A Robert Reid 12th July
Malta
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The Marine Society & Sea Cadets
The Marine Society: an exciting range of
services for the RFA in 2010
he Marine Society was the world’s first seafarers’
charity.
It provides a range of well-managed services
exclusively to seafarers to enhance learning and well
being, and to facilitate professional development.
No organisation has more experience of delivering
learning at sea, or of placing the well-being of seafarers
first. It has encouraged, enabled and educated
generations of RFA personnel and is a recommended
first point of contact for all matters relating to personal
and professional development.
The Marine Society caters for all levels of learning,
covering all ages, abilities and aspirations.
So whether you simply wish to improve those GCSE
grades from school or whether you’re a senior officer
seeking civilian recognised qualifications in preparation
for coming ashore, what better way to continue your
education in this, the Year of the Seafarer, than with the
original seafarers’ charity.

exams at sea, but at the last moment plans were changed
and Zoe sat at Marine Society offices in London. She
was delighted with her Grade A.
Zoe told Gunline ‘Gaining a new qualification
through The Marine Society has been a pleasurable
experience and one I would definitely recommend. From
first enrolling right through to finally sitting the exams,
staff at The Marine Society looked after all the
administration which left me free to focus on getting a
result. They were superb!’
Brian Thomas, Marine Society director comments;
‘Our learners deserve congratulations on their
achievements. Studying and taking exams whilst holding
down a demanding job at sea is fraught with potential
complications and we’re pleased and proud to help. As
ever we’re grateful to the RFA and its senior officers who
have for many years worked with us to ensure personnel
can sit their exams onboard RFA ships wherever and in
whatever circumstances they happen to be deployed’.

GCSE/A Level summer results
The Marine Society delivers unmatched service
levels in its tutor-supported programmes at GCSE and A
level.
The latest results yet again produced excellent pass
rates and the numbers of learners achieving the highest
grades were above the national average.
During the summer 159 GCSE/A Level examinations
were arranged through the Marine Society. Range of
subjects was broad - seafarers can choose from 18 GCSE
subjects and 17 at A Level – but many are studying
English and/or Mathematics.
84% of those sitting were Royal Navy/Royal Marines
who took exams either at sea, in overseas embassies, or
in operational theatres in Iraq and Afghanistan. The
remainder was serving with the RFA or Merchant Navy.
39% of students achieved the top Grade A/A* at
GCSE level (national average 22%) and the overall pass
rate (achieving Grades A to C) was 85% compared to the
national average of 69%.
Currently 504 Royal Navy and Royal Fleet Auxiliary
personnel are studying with the charity at GCSE/A Level
which prides itself on accommodating the special needs
of those who are studying at sea.
The Marine Society’s cherished ability to enter
students for GCSE/A level examinations and to arrange
for them to be sat wherever seafaring learners find
themselves at exam time evidences its commitment to
ensuring students receive the very best support. And this
year’s results at GCSE and A Level demonstrate just how
effective the Marine Society is in providing that.
CR1 Zoe Osborne, 29, has studied with The Marine
Society on several times during her career with the RFA.
Her latest success is in GCSE Science. There was a
complication along the way when Zoe unfortunately fell
victim to an assault between her exam papers; it resulted
in a dislocated shoulder and a great deal of personal
inconvenience. The Marine Society was sufficiently
flexible to accommodate her: she was due to sit her

If you think you may be interested in getting some
GCSEs or A Levels then take a look at
http://www.marine-society.org/rfa or phone
The Marine Society on 020 7654 7050.

T

Need an academic qualification to open doors
ashore and can’t afford the time or money to
come ashore to study?
The Marine Society offers a route to get a degree
from a UK university without the need to step ashore.
You can top up your HND or FD (Foundation Degree)
into a Bachelors degree or, for more senior officers with
a Class 1 CoC, get a Masters degree. The programme is
delivered and accredited by Middlesex University.
The society has worked with the university to ensure
that seafarers get credit for their skills and experience as
seafarers. The result is that if you’ve held a Class 1 CoC
for five years you could get a Masters degree in as few
as eight months!
The innovative approach focuses on nurturing a
learner’s analytical and evaluative skills as well as
reinforcing seafarers’ professional skills and
competencies. The result is a qualification that’s widely
recognised and transferable within and beyond the
maritime sector.
The programmes are tailored to individual need, fully
tutor-supported, and aren’t dependent on access to the
internet. And the good news is that you can now enrol
directly through the Marine Society for these
programmes.
The advantages of applying direct to The Marine
Society are many. They’ll provide underpinning support
for your studies and look after all administrative issues
with Middlesex University on your behalf, thus allowing
you to focus on getting your degree.
Because these programmes don’t require attendance
at a college, fees are relatively low. But RFA seafarers
can bring the cost down even further by taking
advantage of a Marine Society scholarship. Fees are

given in the Marine Society website at
http://www.marine-society.org/wbl showing the cost
before and after a scholarship.
Bag a Book Bargain
The RFA has for many years ensured that its ships are
well stocked with libraries supplied by The Marine
Society. It’s a service appreciated by thousands of
seafarers worldwide who are fortunate enough to benefit
from the regularly changed stock of books.
Even in these days of laptops, netbooks and iPads,
there’s nothing to beat curling up at sea with a good
traditional book.
But The Marine Society also sells books – all books,
recreational and professional, even e-books. The
enormous purchasing power that drives its exchange
library operation is used to make The Marine Society a
leading bookseller to individual seafarers and corporate
interests throughout the maritime sector.
Its new online bookshop, at www.msbookshop.org,
offers excellent prices, a fast turnaround, and genuinely
good customer service. Every title is offered at special
discount and if it isn’t listed, it can be procured quickly.
Staff know their stuff, and are pleased to advise.
Any profit made from this bookshop is ploughed
back to help offset the cost of other seafarer services.
What better way to help seafarers and the sector in this,
the Year of the Seafarer!
The Marine Society has recently launched its new
website. Visit www.marine-society.org to find out more
or email ms@ms-sc.org to request a free information
pack.
Ahoy all former Sea Cadets!
Where are you now? We hope that you may be able
to help us as advocates, or as volunteers and supporters.
We’re looking to develop an alumni association, with
opportunities to keep in touch with the Corps and to
learn more about our current activities for young people
and our future plans.
We’ll be arranging networking events too that we hope
you will find useful as well as interesting.
For more information please contact Siân Mexsom,
Director of Development at smexsom@ms-sc.org
mail to:smexsom@ms-sc.org, or write to her at
MSSC, 202 Lambeth Road, London SE1 7JW
or telephone 020 7654 7009.

          
          
We've more experience in the field of distance
learning than any other maritime sector provider.

Working with education and training providers to
deliver seafarer-focused opportunities for qualityassured personal and professional development.

Supporting seafarers is our strength

Find out more at: marine-society.org
202 Lambeth Road
London SE1 7JW

Telephone 020 7654 7050
Email ms@ms-sc.org

A charity registered in England and Wales
313013 and in Scotland SC037808
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The Merchant Seamen’s War Memorial Society
Registered Charity 207500

90th ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATIONS

Springbok Farm Estate

R

egular readers will recall an article
last year that gave an insight into
the history of the Merchant Seamen’s
War Memorial Society and details of the
services it currently provides. The
Merchant Seaman’s War Memorial
Society (MSWMS), widely known as
‘Springbok’, is a registered charity that
exists to provide a range of services for
seafarers and fishermen in need.
Readers may wish to consider those
services, perhaps for their future
retirement, or in the near future taking a
holiday in the beautiful Surrey
countryside.
There are excellent
facilities for camping and caravanning
in the grounds.
This year the Society celebrates its
90th anniversary and to mark the
occasion, during July, a garden party
was held at Springbok. Approximately

Display showing the history of the Society.

130 guests attended the event. Trevor
Goacher, the Chief Executive,
welcomed the guests and invited them to
participate in the dedication of the
Society’s seafarer memorial, a ship’s
anchor. After a short service conducted
by the Reverend Canon Ken Peters of
the Mission to Seafarers, two of the

residents laid wreaths. The guests then
enjoyed guided tours of the house,
gardens and grounds and proceeded to a
marquee for a formal lunch. After short
speeches outlining the work of the
Society, given by Bob Crow, chairman
of the trustees, Trevor Goacher and Bob
Jones, chairman of the Merchant Navy
Welfare Board the guests enjoyed an
excellent meal, rounded off with foottapping entertainment by the Springbok
Seven Jazz Band.
Amongst the guests were the mayor
of Waverley Borough Council,
representatives of the parish council and
nautical charities, local business people
and supporters of the Society. Also
present were representatives of the RMT
and Nautilus unions and some former
trustees.
The staff and residents had put in a
huge amount of effort preparing the
estate for the day. Of particular interest
was the pictorial history of the Society
and the extensive water garden that has
taken a resident two years to restore. On
the day, residents and friends were busy
assisting with the meeting of guests,
acting as guides, hosting and waiting on
tables. It was a very successful day that
went a considerable way towards
thanking those who support the Society
and also introducing some organizations
to Springbok who may be able to
provide support in the future.
The Society is located on a 200 acre
estate set in beautiful Surrey countryside
and primarily aims to provide and
maintain a comfortable, safe and secure
environment that eligible individuals are
able to enjoy on either a long or short
term basis. It has at its disposal a range

of accommodation including sheltered
housing and holiday accommodation.
This currently includes sheltered
housing made up of one bedroom
bungalows, one bedroom flats for
independent living and flats where
residents receive an enhanced service
that includes meals. The main building
houses single accommodation, holiday
accommodation, administrative and
communal areas, and is equipped to
assist the disabled.
The Society offers its services to all
seafarers, fishermen, and their
dependents in need. Currently there are
45 long term beneficiaries of the
Society. The quality of service provided
is of major importance to the Society
and consequently it has little difficulty
in maintaining a high level of
occupancy. Of the current residents 33
have lived within the scheme for over 5
years with the longest being over 22

(l to r) Tony Santamera retired RMT National
Secretary (Shipping) and former Chairman of
the trustees, Bob Crow RMT General
Secretary and Chairman of the trustees,
Steve Todd RMT National Secretary
(Shipping) and trustee.

years, clearly demonstrating the value
residents place on the service provided.
The current resident group spans the age
range mid 40’s to mid 90’s providing a
diversity that cultivates and sustains an
understanding, respect and community
spirit within the group. Residents have
the option of benefiting from a range of
support services offered to ensure they
are able to live as independently as
possible.

The recently refurbished MSWMS Memorial.

The Society operates a holiday
scheme for seafarers and their
dependents. There are eight en-suite
guest rooms, comprising two family
rooms, two doubles and four twins.
Three of these rooms are equipped to aid
those with disabilities and include easy
access showers, hearing loop, and
enhanced fire alarm systems.
In addition to the housing, support
and holidays the residents and guests
have access to a variety of activities that
include a fishing and boating lake,
garden and woodland walks. Mobility
scooters are provided for anyone
wishing to use them. The scooters are
also available to those taking a holiday
on the estate.
During its 90 year existence the
Society has experienced many changes
to ensure its continued existence and
ever improving levels of service. This
has been possible through the charitable
activities of the Society, funded mainly
from self generated income. Through
the prudent use of its funds and some
significant additional grants from other
charitable organizations such as the
Merchant Navy Welfare Board and
Seafarers UK, the Society has been
successful in improving its properties,
facilities and services. Should you wish
to learn more about the MSWMS and
the extensive facilities that it provides
contact the Society at:
Merchant Seaman’s War Memorial
Society
Springbok Farm Estate,Alfold
Near Cranleigh
Surrey GU6 8EX
Telephone 01403 752555
Web Address:
www.mswmsociety.org.uk

The Springbok Seven Jazz Band entertains
guests.

You may wish to consider making a
donation to the Society or organizing a
shipboard fund raising event. The
Society would be very pleased to hear
from you.
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UNITED KINGDOM COMMANDOS EXERCISE WITH UNITED ARAB EMIRATES MARINES

E

arlier in the year a company of Royal Marine
Commandos from the United Kingdom’s Fleet
Protection Group and from the Royal Marine Reserve Units
of Scotland, Merseyside, Bristol and the City of London has
taken part in a joint training exercise
with the United Arab Emirates (UAE)
Marine Battalion during Exercise Sea
Khanjar IV.
The Royal Fleet Auxiliary (RFA)
Lyme Bay, which has been supporting
multi-national operations in the Gulf
region for over a year, was the platform
from which the exercise beach assault
was launched. The time onboard RFA
Lyme Bay was spent conducting
amphibious planning and also in boat
embarking and disembarking drills in preparation for the
exercise beach assault.
During Exercise Sea Khanjar the British Marines
conducted cross training with their UAE counterparts which
allowed both groups of Marines to gain a better

understanding of each other’s equipment and tactics. The
cross training included boat capsize drills, which were in
preparation for the amphibious training to be conducted.
The Officer Commanding the British Royal Marines
detachment, Major Tom Tarnowski
RM, said: “This is a great
opportunity for my Marines to train
and work along side the UAE
Marines. We have already learnt a
great deal from each other, both from
the military and the cultural aspects.”
The Commander of the UK
Amphibious
Task
Force,
Commander Mike Paterson, Royal
Navy, said: “This exercise is one of
many planned during the coming
year. The UK is committed in its support of the UAE and
exercises such as Sea Khanjar will only serve to strengthen
that support,”
“The opportunity for both groups of Marines to work on
a ship like RFA Lyme Bay is second to none. Purely from

the fact of living onboard a different nation’s ship, the
working methodology to the different ways and means of
embarking and disembarking troops provided a fantastic
way of building on the cross training already conducted,”
Paterson added.

This is only the first part of an extensive cross training
package which will see both groups of Marines working
alongside each other as they conduct range work during the
next phase of Sea Khanjar. The success of this training will
be put to the test during a combined demonstration for senior
UAE/UK Military Officers later on during the exercise.

FIRST TRIP CADET - RFA ORANGELEAF - BY CADET (X) CHRIS VICKERS

A

s a first trip Cadet, to start with, everything was
extremely daunting and confusing, yet the other
officers, XO and Captain, were more then helpful with
my hundred questions a day. Within a week or so, I was
fully settled in despite just about
every conversation being in
another language almost, with all
the naval terms, military terms
and general three letter
abbreviations (TLA’s).
After spending the first week
alongside in Portsmouth, (30
degrees everyday) we sailed for
Plymouth, which as far as I have gathered in my 2
months here is one of the wettest places on earth.
Alongside, isn’t the most exciting trip for anyone, let
alone a first trip cadet, but never the less I was kept
busy to say the least, with various tasks and checks
taking place.
While alongside I was sent to RFA Fort Victoria,
who was on her final week of FOST Training and I
joined her on the buoy. As anyone can imagine there
was a mixed feeling of excitement of finishing FOST

as well as (after 4 weeks already on FOST) a lot of tired
personnel having to deal with whatever the FOSTies
had to throw at them. Within this week I think I
observed and learnt more than a year in any classroom.
I got a taste of all exercises from all angles, from
lashing helicopters on the flight deck, to reporting
incoming missiles on the bridge, running around the
ship with 3 fires, 2 floods and flying operations all at
the same time. To say the least after a week of this I
was shattered, let alone all the personnel who had been
on board for the full 4 weeks!
I then returned to the Orangeleaf in a helicopter trip
using the Dauphin helicopter, back to a normal working
day for a short period, but soon I was away again; this
time I spent a week at Jupiter Point on type 22 Jet-Pac
boats, which was class! Spending the week on the river
and in the Sound on 25 knot boats was great. As well
as all the navigation I learnt, the course was extremely
beneficial. To top it off, 2 warships returning were
‘attacked’ by two Jet-Pac boats in the sound,
pretending to be terrorists armed with a cadet and
AK47 and another boat with an RPG running rings
around the warships was fantastic (despite the

particularly large bruises from flying 3m off the top of
the ships wash).
Then, again, back to the Orangeleaf for cargo work,
deck maintenance and LSA (life saving appliance)
checks and tests until the next course at Dartmouth.
Eight months on, after my passing out parade, it was
strange to say the least not being ‘beasted’ and with no
one around to pick up on my uniform! The navigation
competency workshop, run by the RFA, for Second and
Third Officers aiming for their next step to PNO and
FNO navigation qualifications, was a great chance to
gain a good knowledge in the basics of chart work,
fixing, bearings, commands on the bridge, rule of the
road and just about everything navigational. With of
course the Dartmouth run ashore to The Castle being a
necessity.
Since this, the ship has been on AMP with my main
jobs being general maintenance and cargo work. Soon,
after spending more than a year out of service, RFA
Orangeleaf will undergo BOST and DCT before
returning to her familiar role as FOST Tanker in the
South Coast Exercise Areas with an additional role as
CTF 320 Tanker.

MOUNTS BAY HOSTS SHIP’S SPONSOR - LADY BAND

A

&P Falmouth welcomed a number of high-profile
visitors to the yard to mark the multi-million pound
refit of RFA Mounts Bay – the first in her class to undergo
a refit five years after she was launched by Lady Sarah
Band.
Among the guests attending the reception on board
RFA Mounts Bay were Lady Sarah Band, the ship’s
sponsor; former First Sea Lord Admiral Sir Jonathon
Band; Captain Toby Williamson, officer commanding
RNAS Culdrose; MP Sarah
Newton; and Cornwall
Council’s chief executive
Kevin Lavery. They toured
the dockyard and Mounts
Bay, before attending a
reception on board.
(L-R): Commanding officer
Captain Kevin Rimell, A&P
Falmouth MD Peter Child and
Lady Sarah Band, the ship’s
sponsor.

The ship repairers,
A&P were awarded a
30-year contract with
the MOD to provide
upkeep support to
some of the Royal
Fleet Auxiliary ships
worth more than £300
million over the period
of the contract.
Peter
Child,
Managing Director of
A&P Falmouth, said:
“The Ministry of
Defence has strong ties
with Falmouth and we
are
delighted
to
celebrate the continuing success of the partnership
between A&P Falmouth and the RFA.”
Captain Joe Richardson, chief engineer added:
“Mounts Bay is the first ship in her class to undergo a
Printed by Holbrooks Printers Ltd, Portsmouth PO3 5HX

major refit and this is a fantastic opportunity to showcase
what has been achieved.
“We are delighted to welcome Lady Sarah and Sir
Jonathon Band to Falmouth – the ship’s affiliated town.
It’s wonderful to be here to acknowledge the successes of
the RFA and A&P Falmouth.”
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